Carbon Offset Services with ClimatePartner

ClimatePartner Offset Services:
Carbon offsetting for your company and your customers
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Carbon offset projects save greenhouse gas emissions or avoid the production of additional emissions with projects such as building a wind power system instead of a coal power plant. Internationally recognized standards are used to verify the carbon savings and provide transparency.
The market mechanism for emission trading originates in the Kyoto Protocol and the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) defined therein.
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Carbon Offsetting On-Demand
On-demand means that you offset the exact volume of carbon emissions generated
by your products, services, and business activities when needed. Offsetting is
transaction-specific and available at any time – which means that offsetting carbon
emissions becomes an integral component of your business processes.

Sample project

No capital tied up
The carbon emissions are offset „just in time“ – your
company is freed from exposure to financial risk because
the emissions certificates are tailored to match your
specific circumstances.

Forest conservation: Kasigau
Wildlife Corridor, Kenya
The Kasigau Forest Conservation
Project in Kenya protects existing
dry forest and savanna, covering
an area of approx. 170,000 ha. It
prevents deforestation as well as
slashing and burning, thereby
ensuring carbon sequestration.

Offset for any volume
From the smallest volumes below 1 kg
to large orders exceeding 100,000 tons
of CO2 and more – with ClimatePartner,
there are no minimum quantities or
volume restrictions.
Your customers benefit
With ClimatePartner Offset Services, it‘s easy
to render products and services climate neutral –
or to offer a climate neutral option as a high
quality service.

Comprehensive Product Portfolio
More than 20 internationally recognized carbon offset projects are available.
They all fulfill highest standards and feature different technologies so you can
select the project that best matches your company.

Full price flexibility
We have carbon offset projects covering all price categories, enabling
your company to help protect the environment, regardless of its budget.
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Individualized consulting
We provide consultation for selecting
the carbon offset project that is right
for you. With access to more than 100
Biomass: Ceará, Brazil
The carbon offset project in the
Brazilian state of Ceará covers five
brick production plants that use
agricultural waste and sustainably
produced biomass for firing.
The project has Gold Standard
certification, saving a total of some
390,000 tons of carbon emissions.

internationally recognized carbon offset
projects all over the globe, we can
provide you with the right project to
match your needs on short-term notice.
Upon request, we‘ll work with you to
develop your own carbon offset project
to match your investment focus.

Effortless, Efficient
Offset Management
Our online solution enables you to manage all of your company‘s offsetting activities
effortlessly and efficiently, as well as those of your clients. The entire portfolio of
carbon offset projects is available for every order.
All processes are certified by TÜV Austria.
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Comprehensive reporting options
With our online solution, you‘ll always
have an overview of all offsetting
Hydropower: Renun, Indonesia
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In addition to supplying power, the
project also creates local jobs.

IT integration
In addition to an online solution for
carbon offsetting, we‘ll provide a
cloud-based IT interface facilitating
integration into the booking process
on your website or implementation
in your company‘s ERP systems, to
name just two examples.

Upon request, we‘ll calculate the carbon footprints of your company, your
products, and your services. Moreover, as a provider of outsourced services, we
can handle all carbon offset management for your company.

Transparency for Customers,
Business Partners and Investors
Transparency is critical to success in voluntary climate protection. Customers and
business partners need an uncomplicated method for recognizing whether the product
or service they are obtaining is climate neutral. Transparency is an integral part to
ClimatePartner Offset Services and is automatically part of every offset order.

Communication via online ID tracking
Our software automatically generates a unique ID

Sample project

number specific to each carbon offset order. This ID
can be used to access all information relevant to a
carbon offset order: documentation on the carbon
offset project being supported, the purpose of the
carbon offset, and even the carbon footprint of the
climate neutral product or service.

Wind energy: Bandirma, Turkey
This Gold Standard project consists
of five wind energy systems with
a total output of 15 MW. Around
31,000 tons of CO2 are saved
annually. This project contributes
to developing Turkey‘s wind energy
sector and bears no negative
effects for the environment. The
land surrounding the project is
used as grazing land.

Individual labels and certificates provided
We provide you with certificates and labels for your products and
services that can be integrated into your customer communication
with ease – both online and offline. All information relevant to the
carbon offset activities can be retrieved online by entering the
associated ID number on your website, at www.climatepartner.com,
or via QR code.

About ClimatePartner
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Telephone +49 89 122 28 75-0
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of the CDP initiative for SMEs.
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